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DESIGNS OF
THE TIMES
Advances in technology, overstretched natural resources and
rising populations are signalling some subtle
(and not so subtle) shifts in Asia’s interior design scene
BY GEMMA PRICE
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THERE’S DEFINITELY GOING TO BE MORE PEOPLE,
LESS SPACE, AND FEWER RESOURCES IN THE
FUTURE, IRRESPECTIVE OF INTERIOR DESIGN.
INCREASED DENSITY MEAN
SMALLER SPACES

D

efining contemporary Asian interior
design can be problematic. Traditional aesthetic concepts include organic,
asymmetric lines, neutral palettes and minimalist, unpretentious furnishings informed
by Zen Buddhism – a school that emphasises intuition and introspection, rather than
study of established ritual or scripture.
Likewise, lavishly decorated spaces, rich
in sumptuous fabrics in vibrant red, purple
and gold hues and ornate antique wooden
furniture inlaid with motifs that recall an
Imperial-era residence, have a distinctive
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Oriental appeal. To some, nods to Asian
interiors might include a reflection pool or
pond filled with koi carp; to others, living
screens of bamboo or shelves of Indian bas
relief motifs carved from stone.

Increasingly, residential interiors in Asia
could fit well with any new property in any
international city, and global socio economic
changes are impacting interior design briefs
– and their solutions – everywhere.

But if you look at award-winning interiors
from Asian residential developments over
the last few years, you’ll see modern spaces
that bring together aspects of regional Asian
design with Western-style interiors, created
by firms of ethnically diverse designers
working across many international hubs
simultaneously.

So what does the future look like for urban
residential living in Asia?
“There’s definitely going to be more people,
less space, and fewer resources in the
future, irrespective of interior design. Not
just in Asia, but especially in Asia, because
so many people live here in this part of the

world,” says Cameron Woo, principal of Cameron Woo Design. Operating from offices in Australia and
Singapore, CWD’s projects include The Summa in Hong Kong for Kerry Properties and a lauded 10,000sqft private residential project within Leedon Park Residence in Singapore.
“Increased density will mean all of our apartments and houses will become smaller spaces,” he continues.
Woo’s sentiments are echoed by designers all over Asia.
David Hodkinson, design director at Vietnam-based architecture and design firm Noor, says apartment
living space is being prioritised over bedroom square footage. In addition to seeking on-site communal
spaces such as restaurants, swimming pools and bars, buyers want apartments in which they can
entertain.
“The bedroom is 12 square metres, while the living space might be 50 or 60 square metres,” he says.
Distinctions between rooms designated for dining, living and working are disappearing in favour of a
single, multipurpose space. Eat-in kitchens, often open to the wider living space, will still be relevant, due
in part to the success of cooking shows filmed and screened globally.
Alan Fan, executive director of Topos Design Studio, which has offices in Singapore, Hong Kong and
Dubai, says the preference for open-plan spaces means a movement to a fully open plan template,
allowing for buyers to freely arrange their own internal spaces, would be the best scenario for future
developments.

LEADING ASIAN INTERIOR DESIGN
FIRMS LIKE CAMERON WOO
DESIGN (CWD) AND TOPOS DESIGN
STUDIO ARE AMONG THOSE
LEADING THE CHARGE IN ADAPTING
TO AND SHAPING THE TASTES OF
INVESTORS IN PRIME REAL ESTATE.
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ZEN MINIMALISM IS INTRINSICALLY
ASSOCIATED WITH ASIAN INTERIOR
DESIGN AND CONTINUES TO BE
USED BY QUESTING DESIGNERS
LOOKING TO FUSE OLD AND NEW

“This would allow for the developer to reduce the selling cost of the unit – it would be more affordable
for the buyer and at the same time give the interior design consultancy more business, perhaps…” he
muses.
Architectural elements such as dual-key condo configurations – a single door that leads to two separate
living spaces, each with its own door – are becoming increasingly popular in Asia. Not only does this
arrangement enable multiple generations of the same family to live together without sacrificing privacy,
it empowers buyers to leverage their investment in the property and rent out space for extra income
through vacation rental platforms such as Airbnb.
Furniture will become increasingly more modular so that people can reconfigure their spaces according
to how they want to use them, day to day. Fan suggests the proliferation of space visualisation apps,
such as HomeStyler Interior Design and MagicPlan, will see the price of kitting out an apartment fall
while giving consumers more opportunities to realise their own dream spaces.
“Furniture and household items will be more affordable as there has been a surge of online e-commerce
and a reduction in physical retail stores,” he says. “The introduction of online applications that allow for
anyone to become a ‘designer’ will give rise to various eccentric and eclectic styles. Of course, those
styles may or may not work.”
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Greater stress on limited resources means that designers will
increasingly turn to technology such as 3D printers, which
Cameron Woo says will create an explosion in new forms.
“Interior designers will become industrial designers and
industrial designers will become interior designers – disciplines
will merge. Because of that, you're going to get more cross
pollination.”
But whilst interior design is becoming more homogeneous
across Asia in many respects, any designer will tell you they’re
being careful to pay lip service to the location of each project
through subtle finishes, patterns and artisanal elements.
Hodkinson says that when Noor pitched the show home
interior for the 29-villa Ho Chi Minh City development Holm by
Singapore-based architects SCDA, where properties range from
USD1.5 million to USD5 million, the team were careful to balance
aspirational elements with traditional details linked to Vietnam.
“It’s a very light design, with heavy dark wood finishes and
lacquer – elements very traditional in Vietnam,” he reveals.
“It is a fine balance – there’s a certain homogeneity between
these places that people expect, but you still have to keep a
connection.”
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ALTHOUGH
INTERIOR
DESIGN IS
BECOME MORE
HOMOGENOUS,
DESIGNERS IN
ASIA SAY THEY
ARE CONSCIOUS
OF THE NEED
TO RETAIN
TRADITIONAL
DETAILS IN THEIR
WORK

TRENDS FOR 2016
As tastes in décor and furnishings continue
to evolve – global trends for 2016 include
a preference for matte iron and blackened
steel over chrome metals, the embracing
of heavy texture and glamour over
minimalist one-dimensional Scandi styles
and the proliferation of “bijoux” jewel
tones and surprising colour combinations
– designers believe that sustainability
will be a driving force and materials that
are both aesthetically and functionally
durable will be preferred over those that
are hard to maintain. “Increased density in
urbanisation will be in effect, meaning that
resources will be fewer and scarcer – we’ll
need to be cleverer, and have materials that
can be recycled or self-renewed,” comments
Cameron Woo, principal of Cameron Woo
Design. “Generally, interiors will use more
recyclable, renewable, natural or naturallooking materials and less plastic,” agrees
David Hodkinson of Noor Design.

WHETHER IT IS
BAS RELIEFS IN
A BATHROOM
OR BALCONIES
RADIANT WITH
NATURAL
FOLIAGE,
INVESTORS IN
REAL ESTATE
RELY ON
DESIGNERS
TO IMPART
SOMETHING
SPECIAL

As people move out of houses into apartments,
and more apartment developments continue to
mushroom up to dominate skylines throughout
Asia, developers – especially at the luxury end
of the market – are becoming increasingly more
creative in differentiating their projects to attract
buyers.
Fan says that developers are increasingly
leveraging the brand of superstar award-winning
interior designers to market their properties, and
offering apartments fully furnished with designer
pieces. The 35-floor condo development OUE Twin
Peaks in Singapore is a perfect example of this
trend, offering Charles and Ray Eames’ elliptical
tables and iconic Eames leather upholstered
lounge chairs and ottomans, Herman Miller Airia
desks, and funnel-fishing-basket shaped Foscarini
Allegretto Vivace hanging lamps as standard.
Creative, innovative yet functional concepts utilise
every inch of the interior space – and sometimes
the exterior, too.
“You’ll see Jacuzzi spas for smaller mid- to highend properties and larger balcony spaces for
condos and swimming pools in every apartment
for ultra-high end,” adds Fan. “Developers are
trying to outdo each other.”
Technology will continue to be a big draw in
interior design. There are several platforms on the
market that enable users to control their smart
home devices and appliances through a single
application via their phone.
Amazon’s cloud-based virtual assistant Alexa lets
users control devices using voice commands from
its ever-alert standalone Amazon Echo speaker.
There’s a USD100 million Alexa Fund in play to
encourage developers to build on the platform and
Amazon is working with other companies directly
to offer product integrations – if you have a Fordmanufactured car, you can tell Alexa to hit the
ignition, adjust the climate and so on and so forth
before you’ve started to move from the couch.
Future technology might include wireless
electricity, accessible in the same way as data
over Wi-Fi, removing the cables and equipment
that clutter living spaces.
“Imagine that you have a TV as thin as wallpaper...
[This trend] then eliminates all of the cabling
inside the walls because everything can be
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charged through the air,” says Cameron Woo. “We might see a lot of
this become a reality in 10 years.”
But even as consumers seek more connectivity through devices and
appliances, city dwellers in Asia are seeking stronger bonds to the
natural world and spaces in which to unplug. The trend for resortstyle residences and indoor-outdoor living is continuing, even in
the cities, realised through the integration of balcony gardens and
green spaces into the apartment layout. A good example is The Met
in Bangkok, which features balconies planted with frangipani trees
and levels devoted to landscaping.
Hodkinson says residences currently under construction and on
plan will continue to blur the lines between resort and residence.
“This isn’t a new trend, but its being pushed more, especially in
Southeast Asian cities,” he comments. “People want a connection to
the outdoors, even in the middle of the city.”
And as much as international influences are informing interior design
in Asia, Asian preferences are starting to shape the development of
projects overseas as Asian travellers and business people seek to
buy properties that reflect their cultural values in places such as
New York, London and Sydney.
“We have a new harbour-side residence that we’re working on that
has Asian inspirations but is being developed within an Australian
context of living by the sea,” says Woo. “So, I'm really excited about
that.”
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A
BEAUTIFULLY
IMAGINED
INTERIOR
CAN ENHANCE
QUALITY OF
LIFE AND
ALSO THE
VALUE OF A
PROPERTY

A smarter future
The home of the future wouldn’t be out
of place in a science fiction fantasy with
increased wired developments, smart home
apps and energy saving technology being
integrated with creative interior design.
Whilst touch screens to control lighting,
climate and audio-visual entertainment
are pretty ubiquitous already, tech
entrepreneurs are working to remove
the user interfaces completely from the
experience so that the homes of the future
can be voice-controlled or even respond
independently to our needs as they arise. By
monitoring stylish, unobtrusive wearables
– perhaps accessorising a small necklace,
bracelet or button – smart homes will be
able tell residents apart by reading their
biometric signatures, such as fingerprints
and heartbeats, and offer preferred
lighting and music according to the preset preferences, or adjust the temperature
within a space if it detects we are too warm
or too cold. Next-gen devices will also learn
patterns in resident behaviour and send an
alert if something changes unexpectedly –
a boon for an elderly home alone or in the
case of any medical emergency.

